Join Rabbis Berg and Lapidus for The Podcast from The Temple on Apple, Spotify and all major platforms.

NEW EPISODES DROP WEEKLY!

also inside...
Breman Education Center
WELC Corner
Scholar-in-Residence
... and more!
SCHEDULE: FEBRUARY 2022

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4
6:00 PM  Shabbat Worship Service

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 5
9:00 AM  Torah Study
10:30 AM  Bat Mitzvah of Adeleigh (Addy) M. Licthstein

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 11
6:00 PM  Shabbat Worship Service w/ House Band

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 12
9:00 AM  Torah Study
9:30 AM  Mini Shabbat
10:30 AM  B’nei Mitzvah of Grant B. Bernstein-Wilner & Vivian Gerber

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18
6:00 PM  Shabbat Worship Service

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19
9:00 AM  Torah Study
10:30 AM  B’nei Mitzvah of Jacob A. Hyken & Daniel C. Hyken

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25  6:00 PM
6:00 PM  Shabbat Worship Service

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26
9:00 AM  Torah Study
10:30 AM  Bat Mitzvah of Juliet Ratner
5:30 PM  Mincha B’nei Mitzvah of Noah M. Northcutt & Rae V. Northcutt

TORAH & HAFTARAH:

FEBRUARY 5: Terumah

FEBRUARY 12: Tetzaveh
Exodus 27:20-30:10; Ezekiel 43:10-27

FEBRUARY 19: Ki Tissa
Exodus 30:11-34:35; I Kings 18:1-39

FEBRUARY 26: Vayakhel
Exodus 35:1-38:20; I Kings 7:40-50
Rise Up Together

The year was 2013. I was having an informal chat with Rabbi Micah Lapidus (now The Temple’s composer-in-residence), about our widely known MLK Jr. Shabbat service. We were deep in conversation about choosing the right music for the right moment in a worship setting when out of the blue, Micah casually mentioned he had written a song he believed would work well in that service. Upon hearing this, even though I outwardly expressed a keen interest in listening, I was inwardly dreading the moment I would inevitably have to tell Micah that his song was not a good fit for our MLK worship service.

Within the hour, the song recording appeared in my inbox. I let it sit there for a while, and eventually summoned the courage to push “play.” As I listened, my trepidation quickly turned to excitement and joy. From the moment Rise Up began to play and its melody and message came to life, not only did I know it would find its way into the heart of our MLK service, but also that it would define my musical choices for many years to come!

Since 2014, we have been using Rise Up to begin our MLK service. The combined choirs of The Temple and Ebenezer Baptist Church march in from the Peachtree Street lobby, singing through the rows of the sanctuary, to take their place in front of our congregation. Throughout the sanctuary, the sense of eager anticipation and energy is palpable and when the first chords of Rise Up are sounded, the joint communities of The Temple and Ebenezer unite in joy, fellowship, and prayer.

Throughout the succeeding years, Micah has written several other iconic pieces created expressly for our worship with Ebenezer. They define the spirit of friendship, unity, and our shared vision to make the world more just, more equal, and more righteous for all.

Although we were not able to come together in person yet again this year to rejoice in the legacy of Martin Luther King, Jr., our choirs did have an opportunity to make music together in a safe and artistically fulfilling way! Over the course of last November, forty-three members of our combined choirs came together in dedicated solo sound booths to add their voices to seven of the most loved Lapidus compositions. Gallop recording studio owner Will Robertson, Micah’s longtime choral arranger and collaborator, sat at the recording controls as each singer donned a headset and sang their heart out to an instrumental track newly recorded by Micah, Will, drummer Bob Michek, and Temple pianist Judy Cole.

The result of this endeavor is an incredible recording entitled Rise Up Together, which contains the seven quintessential Micah Lapidus songs that make the music of our MLK Shabbat service so engaging, transformative, and memorable. Micah, Will and I want to express our deep appreciation to all those involved in the process, especially the choir members of Ebenezer’s The J.L. Roberts Men’s Choir and The Singing Sisters, and The Temple Singers. Together, we were able to preserve The Temple’s MLK musical legacy so it can be enjoyed by all for many years to come!

I am so pleased to tell you that The Temple is generously providing one copy of this remarkable CD to every Temple family. The CD itself can be picked up at The Temple—simply call us and reserve your copy! If you prefer to receive the CD digitally, you can download via the QR code (see below) or use the following link to The Temple’s YouTube page: https://tinyurl.com/2p8zyckd.
B’NEI MITZVAH

FEBRUARY 5:
Adleigh (Addy)
Lichtstein
Susan & Jason
Lichtstein

FEBRUARY 12:
Grant
Bernstein-Wilner
Evan Bernstein &
Richard Wilner

FEBRUARY 12:
Vivian Gerber
Civia & Benjamin
Gerber

FEBRUARY 19:
Jacob Hyken
Stacy & Edward Hyken

FEBRUARY 19:
Daniel Hyken
Stacy & Edward Hyken

FEBRUARY 26:
Juliet Ratner
Jill & Joshua Ratner

FEBRUARY 26: (MINCHA)
Noah & Rae Northcutt
Florence Val Rusk &
Robert Northcutt

MAY THEIR MEMORY
BE FOR A BLESSING
Our Heartfelt Sympathy to the Families of:
Adele Cohen (aunt of Marla Shoff)
Ralph Sacks (uncle of Pamela Abrams)
Lilly Gay (mother of Richard Gay)
Kay Robinson Kole (mother of Deborah Shelton)
Donald Herman (father of Julie Cohen, brother of Barbara Sugarman)
Howard Rosenblatt (father of Susan Gordon)
Ronald "Ron" Berlin
Harriet Zaban Eisner
Louis R. Epstein (father of Georgia Robinson)
David Irving "Duke" Roos, Jr. (husband of Barbara, father of Alan)

MAZAL TOV!
Have good news to share?
Please email Dianne Ratowsky at dratowsky@the-temple.org.
Dianne Ratowsky on the birth of great granddaughter, Jolie Colibri’ Appel to Alexis & Ross Appel
Paige and Laura Craig on the birth of their son, Watson Leslie Craig
Terri Bonoff and Matthew Knoph on the birth of their granddaughter, Hana Aleah Paulson Adam Bonoff Paulsen and Soon Reichelt

NEW & RETURNING MEMBERS
Amy Baugher and Zach Binney
Hillary Duncan & Matthew Albert
Hannah Jarnagin & Rob Nevin
Megan Maziar & Adam Kaye
Linda & Abe Schear
Rebecca Schneider Wellborn & Frederick Wellborn
Benjamin Wellborn
Robin & Michael Wall
Tyler & Mia Wall
Jennifer Williams & Josh Krasney
Awareness in Action: Mindful Parenting for Parents of School-Aged Children
Course opens: February 27 • Live sessions: Wednesdays, March 2, 9, 16, 23 • 8:00-9:00pm with Rabbi Lydia Medwin
Tuition: $99. ASL interpretation and live captioning available with 2-weeks advance request.
Become the parent you aspire to be. Experience the joy of parenting more often.
Being fully present for our children and also making time and space for our own needs as adults, allowing our children increased independence and also still guiding them, juggling multiple responsibilities and priorities...
can feel challenging.
Awareness in Action: Cultivating Character through Mindfulness and Middot (inner-traits) was created by the Institute for Jewish Spirituality (IJS), the global leader in teaching Jewish mindfulness and spiritual practice. This special version is designed especially for parents of school-aged children.
The course consists of four professionally produced, self-paced online modules, taught by Rabbi Marc Margolius, IJS Program Director, and four live weekly sessions facilitated by Rabbi Lydia Medwin, a trained tikkun middot facilitator. You’ll learn to access this Jewish spiritual practice and how it can strengthen your parenting and help you cultivate more joy.
Contact Learning@urj.org for more information. Registration will be forthcoming.

Upcoming Electives
Scouts, Trailblazers, Pathfinders, Explorers: A History of Women Rabbis
Tuesdays, March 8, 15, 22 • 7:00-8:00pm • Instructors: Rabbis Loren Filson Lapidus, Peter Berg, Lydia Medwin
Your Rabbi Lied to You: What the Other Jewish Texts Say Happens After you Die
Tuesdays, March 29, April 5, 12 • 7:00-8:00pm • Instructor: Rabbi Sam Kaye
Conversion to and from Judaism in the Middle Ages
January 18, 25, February 1 • 7:00-8:00pm • Instructor: Craig Perry, Ph.D., Assistant Professor at Emory University in the Department of Middle Eastern and South Asian Studies and the Tam Institute for Jewish Studies

WELC PRESCHOOL
Camp Minimac 2022
Camp Minimac information will be coming out at the end of February! Please call 404-872-8668 or email us camp@the-temple.org for more information.
WELC Registration is Now Open!
Priority registration for the 2022-2023 school year is currently open for the children of our Temple Members until February 11! It then opens to everyone starting March 1st! Schedule a virtual tour and see why so many Temple families call WELC their children’s home away from home! For more information contact us by phone at 404-872-8668 or email welc@the-temple.org.

Weinberg Early Learning Center
Our amazing early learning program strives to provide a warm, supportive, and inspiring environment for each child (3 months- Pre-K)! We are located in midtown!
Enrollment Opens February 1, 2022!
2022-2023 School Year starts in August!
Nurturing Infant Program!
Half-Day and Extended Day Programs!
Play-based learning!
Please call 404-872-8668, visit www.the-temple.org/welc or email us at welc@the-temple.org for more information.

February 2022/5782
Matthew Bernstein and Bob Bahr Talk About Their Best Bets At This Year’s AJFF

February 6 @ 7:00pm • In-person or Zoom TBD

Emory film professor Matthew Bernstein and media critic Bob Bahr will present their top choices for the Atlanta Jewish Film Festival on a Zoom program Sunday, February 6th at 7PM. That’s a week after the festival announces its full lineup and before tickets go on sale.

They will provide a critical evaluation of their selections, show a number of film clips during their Best Bets program, and review what’s new about how to order tickets and view this year’s festival films. The AJFF for 2022 runs from February 16 through 27.

Leven Institute Events

Join us for events specially designed for interfaith couples and families. Registration and details can be found at www.the-temple.org/interfaith

Shabbat Dinner at The General Muir—Emory Point
Friday, February 11 @ 6:30pm
Welcome Shabbat with a delicious meal and good company! We’ll begin with Shabbat rituals and enjoy a fairly traditional Shabbat dinner together (vegetarian option available). Dinner is $25 per person, and will be on the outdoor heated patio. Please register at www.the-temple.org/interfaith. If you have any questions, please reach out to Rabbi Lapidus at ilapidus@the-temple.org.

Beineinu: The Temple’s Annual Marriage Retreat
March 25-26, 2022 at Lanier Islands Resort

We are excited to return to an in-person retreat this year with both overnight and Saturday-only options for couples in their first ten years (approximately) of marriage.

Mini Shabbat – Being a Leader
Saturday, February 12 @ 9:30 am
Join us as we celebrate Shabbat and Leadership! With President’s Day around the corner, we take this time to learn more about some of the greatest Jewish leaders – Moses and Miriam! Your clergy and puppet friends are excited to share with you about what made these leaders so great and the ways we can emulate them in our world today. We will start together with our Mini friends outside in the circle, and then enjoy some bagels/coffee and the playground! We’ll meet in The Temple’s Circular Drive near the outdoor playground—make sure to bundle up in your snuggly, warm hats and gloves! Questions? Email Rabbi Lydia Medwin at lmedwin@the-temple.org.

Baby Hats!

Do you crochet or knit? We would love to add you to our team of Temple members who create hats for our newest Temple members. When we send them soup and challah, we’ll add your hat to the caring package to let them know how excited we are as a Temple family to help them welcome their sweet addition. Please email Joya Schmidt (jschmidt@the-temple.org) to let us know if you’d like to help, and we can send you a suggested pattern.

Book Club

Caste: The Origins of Our Discontents by Isabel Wilkerson

Sunday, January 23 • 7:00-8:30pm • Parts 1-3 (Chapters 1-9)
Sunday, February 20 • 7:00-8:30pm • Parts 4-5 (Chapters 10-24)
Sunday, March 20 • 7:00-8:30pm • Parts 6-7 (Chapter 25-Epilogue)

In this brilliant book, Isabel Wilkerson gives us a masterful portrait of an unseen phenomenon in America as she explores, through an immersive, deeply researched narrative and stories about real people, how America today and throughout its history has been shaped by a hidden caste system, a rigid hierarchy of human rankings. Beyond race, class, or other factors, there is a powerful caste system influencing people’s lives and behavior and the nation’s fate. Linking the caste systems of America, India, and Nazi Germany, Wilkerson explores eight pillars that underlie caste systems across civilizations, including divine will, bloodlines, stigma, and more. As a Temple community, we are looking forward to understanding how this history intertwines and diverges with our own. We are delighted to join the Fulton County Libraries, along with dozens of book clubs across Atlanta, to read and digest this important book. We’ll break the book into 3 sections and discuss each section over the next 5 months.

Annual Montag Speaker Series Presents: Scholar-in-Residence—Professor Andrea Weiss, HUC

Friday, March 11 – Saturday, March 12

You are invited to join us and learn from one of the top scholars and lecturers of the Jewish world. Dr. Andrea Weiss serves the Hebrew Union College as the Jack, Joseph and Morton Mandel Provost at Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion. Dr. Weiss was ordained at HUC-JIR and received her doctorate from the University of Pennsylvania. She served as Associate Editor of The Torah: A Women’s Commentary (URJ Press, 2008), which won the Jewish Book Council’s 2008 Everett Family Foundation Jewish Book of the Year Award. She also created a highly innovative response to the emerging political landscape known as American Values Religious Voices: 100 Days, 100 Letters, which was published by the University of Cincinnati Press.

Included in the many topics on which she lectures is Judaism and Women/Gender Studies, Poetry of Torah, dealing with the most difficult Torah texts in our modern world, in addition to many studies of our prophetic voices. Most of all, she teaches with great heart, kindness, and a clarity that our world so needs. More information to come!
Listening Party

At a backyard or Zoom link near you.

This winter, The Temple community is going to take the time to reflect on all the changes we’ve experienced in our lives, and how they relate to our Temple and Jewish community. We want to listen, to hear what you think must be included in our next chapter. And we want to party, to celebrate with you as precious friends and community members. That’s why we are rolling out our Listening Parties, small gatherings of 10 or so friends, hosted by your peers, who will lead us in an intentional conversation that relates to new ways to engage with this historical and dynamic community. We urge you to visit The Gathering (www.thegathering.the-temple.org) to find a group meeting near you. Or, be in touch with us here (jschmidt@the-temple.org) with your interested in joining a conversation, and we’ll find one for you. We can’t wait to hear what you have to say!

Zaban Paradies Center

Keeping Connected with Our Community!

First, we want to acknowledge Project Connect, The Temple’s youth group, who wowed us in mid-December with their fantastic Merry Mitzvah event! The residents were blown away by the delicious meal, games, gifts, and kindness of the group. We are grateful to Project Connect for working diligently to provide an opportunity for our residents to connect with the spirit of giving. What a great tradition!

Second, as a precaution, our Blue Jeans, Bow Ties & Bling event scheduled for Sunday, February 27, is postponed due to Covid. The event committee is working on the plans for a future event that will showcase the rich history of ZPC and the legacy of its founding volunteers and donors. Stay tuned for our announcement of the rescheduled date. If you are interested in being a sponsor, donating something for the mystery boxes/silent auction, or getting involved in the decorating and planning, please email Mary Wesley at mary.wesley@zabanparadiescenter.org or call 404.872.2915.

Support The Temple when you shop!

Kroger Community Rewards

It’s easy and it doesn’t impact your savings! To enroll, visit kroger.com with your Kroger Plus card handy. Create an account or sign in to your existing account, then enroll by searching our NPO number: ST889. To verify you are enrolled correctly, The Temple’s name, “The Temple: THE HEBREW BENEVOLENT CONGREGATION,” will appear on the right side of the page. Enrollment takes up to 7 days before you start earning towards The Temple community rewards.

AmazonSmile

Shop on AmazonSmile and make contributions to The Temple with every purchase. Visit smile.amazon.com/ch/58-0835812 and change the way you shop!
Temple Connect

Lead a Group Today!
Do you have a hobby that you’d like to share like hiking, theatre, or golf? Do you want to join with friends for a great conversation? Do you hope to meet some new people who live in your neighborhood for Shabbat Happy Hours? You could be a Temple Connect group leader! Especially with all the uncertainty of the year ahead, connecting with your own small group could be a vital step for a healthy and happy Jewish New Year. All you need to start is an idea and then email Rabbi Lydia Medwin at lmedwin@the-temple.org. We will help you organize the rest. Create community for yourself and your Temple with a Temple Connect group this year!

Join a Group!
Joining a Temple Connect group is the best way to get to know a small group of people well. Formed around interests, needs, geography, demographic or profession, group meetings take place in the home, in an office, or anywhere in the city. Groups meet regularly (usually monthly), are led by your fellow Temple members, and consist of anywhere between 3-18 people. Temple Connect is designed to inspire us and transform our lives and the world around us. We want to help you get connected. For a complete listing of Temple Connect groups, visit www.temple-connect.com.

JF&CS Synagogue Support
Through a generous grant, JF&CS is partnering with The Temple and other synagogues to provide direct support to our members. By calling 770-677-9480, you can get in touch with dedicated JF&CS staff members to access counseling and clinical services, geriatric care managers, and emergency financial support. While your Temple clergy continue to be a resource in making these connections, this special synagogue support phone number allows you to access JF&CS on your own as well.

Prevent Cancer and Genetic Diseases in your Family!
JScreen, an at-home genetic screening program based out of Emory University, now has a new screening option called CancerGEN. This state-of-the-art test analyzes the BRCA genes and over 60 other cancer-susceptibility genes to determine genetic risk for different types of cancer. This information can save lives! If testing shows there is a mutation in a cancer gene, action can be taken to help prevent cancer. As always, JScreen’s ReproGEN test (for diseases like Tay-Sachs, cystic fibrosis and over 200 others) is available to those who are planning to start or expand their families. Both tests are done from the comfort of home on saliva, and telehealth genetic counseling is included. Thanks to the Jewish Federation of Greater Atlanta’s Propel Innovation and NextGen divisions, Atlanta residents can now get $100 off of the already low program fee by entering the code ScreenATLat the JScreen.org checkout page.

Caring at The Temple
Our Caring at The Temple program reaches out to fellow congregants during times of hardship or pastoral need, providing homemade chicken soup and challah to members who are bereaved, ill, recently discharged from the hospital, or are celebrating the arrival of a new child. We have delivered more than 500 soups, and nearly every step of the program—from soup preparation, to delivery (within your zip code), to letting us know about fellow congregants in need—is led by members of our congregation.

Thank you to our Caring at The Temple volunteers who delivered soup this month.
To be a part of this program and to fulfill the mitzvah of bikkur cholim (visiting the sick) or to let us know who needs soup, please contact Rabbi Lydia Medwin at lmedwin@the-temple.org or 404-873-1751.

Bereavement Groups
We all know that we are living through unprecedented times. But we are also experiencing unprecedented grief. If you are dealing with loss in your life, these groups can help. Please don’t hesitate to be in touch with any of our clergy for guidance towards what might be right for you.

Temple Connect Bereavement Group with the Drs. Greene
"Death ends a life not a relationship." We are so blessed that Temple members Dr. Robert Greene MD, a retired surgical oncologist and hospice director, and Dr. Barbara Greene PhD, a psychologist who specializes in grief groups, are offering a free, bimonthly bereavement group to help deal with the loss of a loved one and to honor the experiences of the bereaved. Whether you have recently experienced a loss or there’s more distance in time from your loved ones passing; whether you need just one session or many; whether you want to schedule ahead of time or wake up that day discovering a need to talk about your experience – coming to this group will be an act of love for yourself and others, and way to honor of your loved ones. Available on Zoom. Email them directly at rjgbbg@yahoo.com.

Music Memories
A celebration honoring Cantor Hartman
Sunday May 22, 2022 @ 5pm
Join the host committee! All donations will be allocated to the celebration. Please make your donation by 3/1/2022 at: www.the-temple.org/event/hartmanfarewell
Invitation to follow.
Committee Co-Chairs: Amie Herbert and Nancy Schmidt
We gratefully acknowledge and thank those members who contribute annual membership support at special levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contributions</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Covenant Circle: $50,000+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur Blank</td>
<td>Billi &amp; Bernie Marcus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie &amp; Matthew Bernstein</td>
<td>Pam &amp; Bobby Glustrom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emilie Posner Haas</td>
<td>Alice &amp; Thomas Tisch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minyan Circle: $18,000+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Conrad &amp; Neal Aronson</td>
<td>Ilene Engel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lila &amp; Doug Hertz</td>
<td>Mona &amp; Steven Heyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathy &amp; Steve Kuranoff</td>
<td>Jack &amp; Maria Nagle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring &amp; Tom Asher</td>
<td>Martha &amp; Larry Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynne Alpern</td>
<td>Dara &amp; Mark Wassersug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaine &amp; Miles Alexander</td>
<td>Joyce Bihary &amp; Jon Lowe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temple Dome Circle: $5,000+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis &amp; Robin Smith</td>
<td>John &amp; Robin Willner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph &amp; Alice Assaf</td>
<td>Theodore &amp; Mimi Rosenblatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temple Owls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONTRIBUTIONS

RABBIS’ DISCRETIONARY FUND
In Memory of:
David Adelman
Amy & Mark Adelman
Ethis Bassin
Drs. Barbara & Robert Greene
David Darling
Arnold Dobran
Eva Davidson
Linda & Dr. Eugene Davidson
Louis Dobran
Arnold Dobran
Joshua Director
Lori & Steve Director
Beloved mother,
Harriet Zabar Eisner
Dean Eisner & Family
Donald Herman
Barbara Abend
Nancy Abrams
Joan & Donald Brown
Nancy & Wayne Freedman
Lila & Doug Hertz
Betty & Dick Isenman
Jackie & Tony Montag
Lilly Gay
Joanne & John Chaifetz
Beloved son, David Greene
Drs. Barbara & Robert Greene
Ralph Klotter
Roshema Kastin
Beloved wife
Elaine J. Koenig
Ronald Koenig
Leslie “Joy” Lipman
Dotty Gross
Nancy W. Ross
Norma Korch Newman
Linda & Dr. Eugene Davidson
Stanley Newman
Linda & Dr. Eugene Dvidson
Irene Rothstein, (Unveiling)
The children & grandchildren of Irene & Herman Rothstein
Richard Smiley
Brian & Linda Smiley
Ellen, Sidney,
Jo Ann (Toni) Wien
Claire W. & Richard P. Morse
Irene Wolpert
Lila & Doug Hertz
In Honor of:
Meredith and Craig Bass
& Family
Keith Paper
Conversion and Naming
Service of Alyssa Duffy
Sue Silberstein
Naming of our daughter,
Fiona (Ruth) Fralick
Ruth & Lori Fralick
B’rit Milah of our son,
Asa Herman
Jeremy & Annie Herman
B’rit Milah of
our grandson,
Asa Miles Herman
Ken & Sharon Herman
Birthday of Bunny Mitchell
Cathy & Peter Toren
Hilary and Stuart Nelson
& Family
Keith Pepper
Bar Mitzvah of our son,
Thomas Schwartz
Joshua Schwartz
& Kelly Cooney
21st Birthday of
our granddaughter
Bailey Tucker
Cantor Jill &
Dr. Herb Spasser
Donations:
Susan & Fred Feinberg
Jane & James Gazan
Amy Seidman
Andrea & Doug Spear
CANTOR’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
In Memory of:
Dr. Howard Rosenblatt,
father of Susan R. Gordon
Janet & Milton Doritch
ADULT EDUCATION FUND
In Honor of:
I appreciation of Dr. &
Mrs. Paul Kirschbaum
Susan & Stan Tenenbaum
Carol Wien’s Birthday
Gloria Frisch
Rabbi Berg’s & Shelley
Buxbaum’s brilliant
classes on antisemitism
Janet Lavine & Rick Williams
BREMAN EDUCATION CENTER FUND
In Memory of:
Francine Steinberg
Stephanie & Jeffrey Knauer
Irene Wolpert
Dulcy & Jerry Rosenberg
Donald L. Herman, brother
of Barbara Sugarman
Ruth & Larry Menter
Francine “Fran” Steinberg
Ruth & Larry Menter
Leslie (Joy) Lipman
Ruth & Larry Menter
BROCKY ROTHSCCHILD
INSTITUTE FUND
Donations:
Gayle Kornman
CARING CONGREGATION FUND
In Memory of:
Francine “Fran” Steinberg
Melissa & Don Sklar
COMMUNITY SERVICES FUND
In Memory of:
Francine “Fran” Steinberg
Marcy & Marc Oppenheimer
May Schafitz
Diane & Dick Babush
Eileen Lange
Stacy Lange
In Honor of:
Appreciation of
Molly Edleinn
Atlanta West End Rotary Club
(Chanukah Celebration)
Donations:
Kirsten Williams
DEBBIE FINESTONE
GARDEN BEAUTIFICATION FUND
In Memory of:
Johnny Fitzgerald, Jr.
Ruth & Larry Menter
DR. ROBERT J. ROSS
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Robert & Linda Ross
Albert Ross
Jerome & Harriett Ross
Albert Ross
ESTHER BLEICH
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In Memory of:
Peter Jacobson
Fayne Frankel
Donal d L. Herman, Barbara
Sugarman’s brother
Dianne Ratowsky
In Honor of:
Birth of Dianne
Ratowsky’s Great
Granddaughter, Jolie
Rita & Michael zadoff
Billie Guttman’s Birthday
Fayne Frankel
Sue Tancill’s Birthday
Fayne Frankel
Helene Zusmann’s Birthday
Fayne Frankel
Emily Kisber’s
continued good health
Fayne Frankel
HASKELL R. BOYTER
MEMORIAL MUSIC FUND
In Memory of:
Zimmie W. Frank
Dr. & Mrs. Milton Frank III
HOLLAND YOUTH
LIBRARY FUND
In Memory of:
Mildred Cohen
Nancy & Jim Dykhouse
JACOB M. ROTHSCCHILD
SOCIAL JUSTICE INSTITUTE FUND
In Memory of:
Dr. Howard Rosenblatt,
Susan R. Gordon’s father
Nancy & David Schmidt
Lynn & Lewis Redd
Ruth & Larry Menter
Ronnie van Gelder
Donald L. Herman,
Barbara Sugarman’s brother
Ronnie van Gelder
INSTITUTE FUND
Donations:
Bar Mitzvah of
Madeleine Ganz
Deni & Fred Halperin
Bar Mitzvah of
Blake Cohen
Deni & Fred Halperin
JUDITH L. KIRSCHNER
FUND
In Memory of:
Francine “Fran” Steinberg
Ellen & Larry Nemeth
LENORE E. &
BURTON M. GOLD
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Nana & Grandpa
Katie, Mark &
Henry Litman
LIESE & FRANK
KAUFMAN MEMORIAL
FUND
In Memory of:
Frank & Liese Kaufman
Rita Kaufman Loventhal
LYNNE & HOWARD
HALPERN ENDOWMENT
FUND
In Memory of:
Irene Wolpert
The Temple
Board of Trustees
Lynne & Howard Halpern
Leslie (Joy) Lipman
Juliana & Joe Lerner
Linda & Steve Selig
Cathy & Steve Kuranoff
Francine “Fran” Steinberg
Anne Gillman
Eydie & Steven Koonin
Carolyn Chayet
Rebecca Portman
Joseph Louis Kornman
Jacob Kornman
& Sandra Linver
George Katzman
Amy & Jeff Asher
Lilly Gay
Michelle & Marty Silverman
Susan & Ron Heidt & Family
Susan & Alan Proctor
Shai Robkin
Wendy & David Klarman
Barry Phillips
William Phillips
Donald L. Herman,
Barbara Sugarman’s brother
The Temple
Board of Trustees
Rabbi & Mrs. Steven Rau
Dr. & Mrs. Steven Gallant
Billie Gutmman
Elizabeth Levine
Dr. Howard Rosenblatt,
Susan R. Gordon’s father
The Temple
Board of Trustees
Barbara & Hank Kimmel
Ellen & Eric Schwartz
Bert Lewyn
Esther Lewyn
Lnor Levine
Joel Levine
Tillie Rogan
Gail Rones
Harry & Naomi Popkin
Michael Popkin
Paul Kastin
Floy & John Mills
Louis Epstein
The Temple
Board of Trustees
Ellen and Eric Schwartz
John Hirsch
Nancy Hirsch
In Honor of:
Alyssa Duffy’s Conversion
Mr. Jackson & Mrs. Jackson-Strage

In appreciation
William Maki

Mark Jacobson
Susan & Fred Feinberg

Donations:
Mindy & Eric Berenson
Daniel Margolis
Pamela Winokur
Deborah & Jonathan Solomon
David J. Grover

MARVIN Z. BOTNICK MEMORIAL FUND

In Memory of:
Dorothy Selig Joel
Susan & Michael Tancill
Jeannie Smokler
Susan & Michael Tancill

SENIOR TRANSPORTATION FUND

In Memory of:
Harriet Eisner
Jackie & Tony Montag

In Honor of:
Marjorie Holland’s Birthday
Nancy Hirsch

WEINBERG EARLY LEARNING CENTER FUND

In Honor of:
Lala & Papa
Mike’s Grandson,
Benjamin Rosenzweig
Ellen Arnowitz

WELC TPA
Chanukah Fundraiser
Anonymous (1)
Kathe & Morris Brown
William & Rachel Schultz
Gloria Taylor
Harriet & Gary Barnett
Roberta Sedler
Linda Reisman
Sarah & Joseph Scalia
Irma & Basil Margolis
Jo Ann Rau
Margaret Heyer
Roxanne Moreland
Marian Grace Vogel
(GA School Supply)
Leona VanRyn
Karen Zwecker
Marsha & Gary Orloff
Nancy & James Ceaser

Boris Reyt
Jamie & Cliff Stanton
Jackie & Jay Berkelhammer
Kate & Ryan Mandrell
Ellen & Barry Krauss
Greg Kaufmann
Audrey & Glen Soss
Phyllis Kozarsky & Eliot Arnowitz
Melinda & Steve Wertheim
Drs. Rebecca & Richard Weinman
Julie May
Karen & Michael Saul
Donna & Dan Draper
Sarah & Harry Fisher
Jane & Alan Kuczynski
Virginia & Larry Ledoux
Lynn & Jimmy Lowe
Barbara & Joseph Rabson
Denny Marcus & Andre Schnabl
Cantor Deborah & Dr. Sanford Hartman
Shelly & Michael Reiner
Angela & Gene Diamond
Hope & Bob Daniel
Kathy & Roy Levenson
Janet & Milton Dorcht
Rabbi & Mrs. Steven Rau
Dr. Jonathan Sevransky & Sandra Mazliah
Ben Levinson
Amie & Fred Herbert
Nancy & William Handelman
Dr. Eva & David Arkin
Hilary & Marc Goldberg

ZABAN PARADIES CENTER

In Memory of:
Harriet Eisner
Marilynn Shubin
Ruby Biondi
Larry & Ruth Menter
Tomlinson C. Ulbricht
Nat & Jeanette Tieman
Alex Wasser
Mark & Marlene Haber
Caki Mendel
Mark & Marlene Haber
Cathy Stone
Jackie Nix

Donald Herman
Marshall & Laura Dinerman
Edward & Beth Sugarman
Ron & Barbara Lipp
Doug & Donna Kallman
Natalie June Asher
Jeff & Amy Asher
Samuel Shapiro
Beverley Wesley & Family

Lewis Cenker
Bruce & Anita Wilson
Lilly Gay
Arne & Betsy Stein
Sam & Anne Kingloff
Bruce & Anita Wilson

The Yahzeit of
Milton Garber
Joel & Brenda Shavin
The Yahzeit of
Irv Fagin
Thomas & Karen White

The Yahzeit of
Julie Solomon
Cathy Stone
Jackie Nix
Jonathan Stone

In Honor of:
Bethani Oppenheimer
Kristen Bernhard
The Gary E. Snyder
Foundation, Inc.
The Mitchell Lee’s Family
Marilynn Shubin
Darrell & Meredith
Sutton
Marilynn Shubin
Bill & Karen Mullally
Marilynn Shubin
The Bar Mitzvah of
Thomas Schwartz
The Winarsky Family
Benji & Shari Rose
Jordan & Laura Rose

The Bnai Mitzvah of
Kevin & Matthew Witten
Jonathan Cory Marcus
Stephanie Kupor
Barbara Schaffer
Susan & Andrew Furman
The Michelle & Gary Simon
Family Philanthropic Fund

Sue Tancill’s 85th Birthday
Helene Zusman

Barbara Goodman’s Birthday
Marilynn Shubin

Tony Cochran
Sylvia San Martin

Valerie Weitzner
Harvey Breier
Peter & Stephanie Ross

Howard & Ellen Feinsand
Marcus & Jennifer Johnson
Kaitlin, Nicole, Lex,
& Jason Payne
Payne Charitable Fund
Bea Feinman’s Birthday
Billie Guthman

Helene Zusman’s Birthday
Billie Guthman

Donations:
Anonymous
Mary Allen Lindsey
Branan Foundation
Atlanta Foundation
Hauser Family Foundation
Sam P. Alterman Family
Foundation, Inc.
The James M. & Ruth E. Wilder
Foundation
Invesco Foundation
Thomas H. Pitts Trust
Harry B. Shapiro &
Miranda S. Shapiro Fund

Ronald & Sylvia San Martin
Brian & Susan Banner
Family Fund
Francie & Barry Schwartz
Philanthropic Fund
Richard & Linda Davis
Suzanne Marger
Paul & Harriet Weinberg
Judith G. Taylor
Ray Kimsey
Deborah & Sanford Hartman
Charitable Fund
Diane & Kent Alexander
Philanthropic Fund
Janet Beerman
Jay & Jennifer Hochman
Charitable Fund

Herman Schwarz &
Lori Kagan Schwarz
Philanthropic Fund
Miriam Botnick
Charles Freedman
Larry & Marilyn Margolis
David & Stacey Fisher
Casa Verde
Philanthropic Fund
Donnell-Liebeskind Family
Charitable Fund
Loeb Family Foundation, Inc.
Charles Searles & Laura Seef
Eli Franco
Marci Draluck
Sidney & Carolyne Kirschner
James & Nancy Dykhouse
Kaplan Giving
Fred Schuster &
Robbin Hutchinson
Laurence & Huong Siegel
Jackie Garson Howard
George & Natalie Greene
Saul Edleman
Neal Miller
Jamie Walker
Jennifer Bass
Linzi Webster
Irma Goodman
Marian Vaila

Emily Lubitz
Michael Goodman
Deanne Whitlock
Lighthouse Realty
Advisors, LLC
Sari Marmur
Kevin Simonoff
Joel C. Lobel
Baker Hostetler
Andrea Jackson Gavin
Scott & Jane Butler
Mark & Caroline Greatrex
Jon & Mimi Wargreich
Lauren Schlosberg
Bibi LeVine
Beth Schlesinger
Cathy Schwartz
Willie Legardy
Mark Silberman
Suzy Englehard
Ronit Walker
Debbie Kuniinsky
Susan Davidow
Regina Kamean
Jed & Shelly Milstein
Lisa Fleischmann
David & Jane Bockel
Travis Weitz
Andrew Greenberg
Mike Koenig
Marina Spicer
Sarah Knight
Linzri Arndt
Helene Erenberg
Brady Reed
Emily Blazer
Kyle Gaskin
Rachel Spasser
Ana Antun
Julia Kushner
Dax Lopez
Howard & Faith Levy
Elizabeth Eason
C Douglas Kremer
Denise Stein
Judith Lipshutz
Lee Padove
Susan Banner
Julie Stahlman
Alice Michaelson
Robin Dretler
Michael & Jennifer Leaven
Carolyn Baird
Jeffrey Ellman
Stacy Hyken
Rick Cherry
Martha Berlin
Bruce Shechter
Bradley Cohen
David & Stephanie Aferiat
LGY Charitable Fund
Grien Family Fund
Bertram & Barbara Levy
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